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ABSTRACT
We need clean drinking water, but current water purification methods are not always sufficient. This study examines the binding and bind-
ing mechanisms when graphene oxide is used as a filter material for removing perfluorinated substances and trihalomethanes. We use
density functional theory calculations to examine the binding of the harmful molecules on graphene oxide. Our results indicate that the
binding energies between graphene oxide and the investigated molecules are in the range of 370–1450 meV per molecule, similar to the
binding energies obtained in other studies, where adsorption of similar size molecules onto graphene oxide has been investigated. This indi-
cates that graphene oxide has the potential to separate the molecules of interest from the water. Significant contribution to the binding
energies comes from the van der Waals (dispersion) interaction between the molecule and graphene oxide, while the hydrogen bonding
between the functional groups of graphene oxide and the hydrogen atoms in functional groups on the molecules also plays a role in the
binding.
© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5132751., s
I. INTRODUCTION
Access to clean water is essential for humanity but is presently
not available to everyone. A significant amount of water sources
contain bacteria and/or pollutants. Every year, 1.7 × 106 people
die of various diseases caused by dirty water,1 and 750 × 106 peo-
ple currently lack access to clean drinking water.2 Bacteria, such as
Escherichia coli that causes diarrhea, are a major cause of diseases.1
To remove bacteria from water, most cleaning processes add chlo-
rine or ozone. Chlorination is effective against bacteria, but the pro-
cess forms unwanted byproducts, such as harmful trihalomethanes
(THM).3
Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are another group of haz-
ardous chemicals found in water. PFCs are generally used as impreg-
nating agents, for efficient fire fighting foam, and for creating
grease-, water-, and dirt-repellent surfaces. In PFCs, the C-bonded
H atoms are replaced by F atoms, and due to the strong C–F bonds,4
the PFCs are very persistent molecules.
Even if we stopped all production and use of PFCs today, we
would still have to deal with the remnants from the past 70 years of
production that have polluted the environment.
Together with THM, the PFCs are examples of unhealthy sub-
stances that can be found worldwide in drinking water delivered to
households,5 also in countries where tap water is usually considered
“clean,” such as in Sweden.6
Filtering the water before sending it on to the consumer is
one way to avoid the hazards of the pollutants. The molecules
must be stopped by the filter, and understanding how filter mate-
rials interact with the pollutants is a step to further understand
and improve the effect of filters. Popular filters consist of acti-
vated carbon, which is graphite or graphenelike, but with defects
and functional groups. In an environment with water, graphene
is likely to oxidize into graphene oxide (GO), with mainly two
types of functional groups, the epoxide (–O–) and the hydroxyl
(–OH) groups. Thus, GO is a good candidate for modeling such
filters.
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The purpose of this study is to use density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations to determine the binding of a number of
THM and PFC molecules to GO and to estimate the potential of
GO for use in filters for drinking water, regarding these molecules.
Here, we use the vdW-DF-cx7 version of the van der Waals den-
sity functional8–12 (vdW-DF) method. This is done to include the
long-ranged dispersion interactions in regular parameter-free DFT,
crucial for physisorption. We find the adsorption energy and the
structure (positions of atoms) of the THMs and PFCs when they are
adsorbed on GO.
We have previously investigated the adsorption of other
molecules on graphene using functionals of the vdW-DF family.
Examples are benzene and naphthalene,13 phenol,14 adenine15 and
the other nucleobases,16 chloroform and other trihalomethanes,17
methanol,18 methylbenzenes,19,20 n-alkanes,21 and, more recently,
chloroform adsorbed on GO.22 These and similar results all provide
fundamental knowledge on the molecular-level binding properties
in carbon-based filters.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II, we describe
graphene oxide and the adsorbed molecules of this study: perflu-
orinated molecules and trihalomethanes. Section III describes the
method of computation, Sec. IV reports the results of our cal-
culations and discusses them, and in Sec. V, we summarize the
study.
II. MATERIALS
Our material of focus in this study is carbon-based filters and
members of two different groups of pollutants, the small THMs and
the polymeric PFCs.
A. Pollutants and filters
THMs are methanelike molecules in which three of the four H
atoms are substituted by halogen atoms, such as Cl, Br, or F. Several
THMs are formed as byproducts from disinfection of water using
halogens,23 such as in chlorination. Because this type of purifica-
tion is used by many treatment plants, THM occurs in almost all tap
water. The most common THM formed in the purification process is
chloroform, CHCl3, but also Br-containing THMs are formed. THM
has shown several adverse health effects, including risk of tumors in
kidney, liver, and colon. It is also suspected that high doses of THMs
affect reproduction.24,25
PFCs are polymers in which all C–H bonds are replaced by
C–F bonds. PFCs pose various serious health risks.6 PFCs have been
produced since 1950, and they are long-lived, as the C–F bonds are
not broken down naturally. An example of everyday use of PFCs
is as a dirt-repellent in the textile industry.26 Laundering of textiles
treated with PFC causes these substances to spread further in the
water system.27 The PFCs spread easily over long distances, via water
currents and in the atmosphere, and once they enter a water envi-
ronment, they are difficult to remove by conventional water filtering
methods.28–31
A conventional way to clean water is to let it sift through a fil-
ter bed of activated carbon. This is still the most efficient method
to remove PFC, but the filter material needs to be changed fre-
quently.32,33 Activated carbon has a high surface area to volume
ratio due to the small voids and pores in the graphitic material. The
effectiveness of such filters for THMs and PFCs depends on the size
and composition of the pollutant, where large molecules in general
are more easily retained in the filter. Once the pollutants fill the filter,
one can either flush the pollutants back out and deal with the fluid of
concentrated pollutants by other means, or burn the filter, including
the pollutants, at very high temperatures.
Here, we use partly oxidized GO as a model for activated
carbon filters. Graphene is a single layer of graphite and can be
produced by a number of different methods: some methods pro-
duce high-quality graphene, and others are better suited for large-
scale production. Once subjected to water, as in the water filters,
graphene oxidizes and eventually becomes GO, if not already partly
oxidized in the production process. For studies of carbon-based
water filters, GO is therefore a better model than pristine (i.e., clean)
graphene.
B. Graphene oxide
In GO, or partly oxidized graphene, the functional groups are
not distributed in any systematic manner.22,34 This means that the
distribution of O across GO, in epoxide or hydroxyl groups, is more
or less random. In real GO, there are carboxyl groups present at the
edges of GO. In this study, we use periodically repeated GO (i.e.,
in principle an infinite sheet of GO), which has no edges, and thus,
carboxyl groups are less relevant here.
In the epoxide group, the O binds to two neighboring graphene
C atoms, whereas in hydroxyl, the O binds to one graphene C atom
and one H atom. The C–O–C angle in the epoxide groups is dif-
ferent from the angle in usual C–O–C bindings and the bonds are
therefore relatively easy to break, making the epoxide groups reac-
tive. In the present study, however, we focus on molecules that
physisorb on GO, i.e., the process does not break any covalent
bonds in GO.
One frequently used model of GO proposed by Lerf et al.34 is
based on GO created by chemical processes. For the present study, a
variant of the Lerf model was constructed, illustrated in Fig. 1. As in
the original Lerf model, the GO is not fully oxidized, the functional
groups are more concentrated in some parts of the graphene sheet,
and the distribution of functional groups between the two sides of
graphene is not entirely even. This results in a slight bending of
the carbon plane of GO (see Fig. 1). Our GO model contains, per
unit cell, nine epoxide and seven hydroxyl groups, along with 100 C
atoms. The epoxide groups are in the majority (in our model and in
the Lerf model) because their binding energy to graphene is signifi-
cantly higher (more favorable for binding) than the binding energy
of the hydroxyl groups.22,35
We focus on investigating the physisorption of a number of
molecules on GO, and by using one and the same model for GO in all
our calculations (Fig. 1), we can more easily compare how changes
in the molecules affect the results.
C. Trihalomethanes
We here consider two THMs: chloroform (CHCl3) and bro-
modichloromethane (CHBrCl2). Their structures are shown in the
two top panels of Fig. 2. Chloroform adsorption on GO, which
had a different distribution of functional groups, was also studied
in a previous work by one of us, using the same computational
method.22
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FIG. 1. One unit cell of the graphene oxide (GO) model chosen in this work. It
includes nine epoxide groups (–O–) and seven hydroxyl groups (–OH) per 100
C atoms, distributed on both sides of the sheet, which is about 1/3 of fully sat-
urated GO with the approximate formula C8O2(OH)2. Note the slight bending of
the graphene plane, due to the uneven distribution of functional groups. The color
coding of the atoms is C-yellow, H-blue, and O-dark red.
D. Perfluorinated compounds
Four PFCs have been selected for the present study, and their
structures are presented in Fig. 2. These are perfluorooctanoic
acid (PFOA, C8HF15O2), perfluorobutane sulfonic acid (PFBS,
C4HF9O3S), perfluorohexane sulfonic acid (PFHxS, C6HF13O3S),
and perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS, C8HF17O3S). The last
three sulfonic acids contain a sulfonyl hydroxide (–SO3H) group
in one end, and here we order them in increasing length of the C
backbone.
The four PFC molecules share similarities: PFOA contains
O and OH functional groups in one end, whereas the sim-
ilarly sized (same number of CF bonds) PFOS instead con-
tains a SO3H group. PFBS and PFHxS, like PFOS, contain the
SO3H group but have shorter C backbones (and thus fewer CF
bonds).
III. METHOD OF COMPUTATION
For the DFT calculations, we use the vdW-DF method7–12 in
which the exchange-correlation approximation includes long-range
dispersion interactions. We use the consistent-exchange version
vdW-DF-cx7 that is highly accurate in the description of many dif-
ferent types of systems, also when interactions compete.11,36–44 We
use the DFT code Quantum Espresso (QE)45,46 with a fast-Fourier-
transform implementation of the central integral in the nonlocal
correlation calculations.47
All calculations are carried out using periodically repeated
orthorhombic unit cells. Each unit cell contains 100 C atoms of GO,
the GO functional groups, and the adsorbed molecule. The size of
the unit cell is 21.3 Å × 12.3 Å in the plane of GO, and usually
15.0 Å in the perpendicular direction. For the case when PFOA
is “standing up” on GO, the size in the perpendicular direction is
increased to 21.3 Å. The unit cell with one unit of GO is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
We use a 2 × 2 × 1 k-point Monkhorst-Pack (MP) sampling
over the Brillouin zone (BZ).48 The atomic positions are optimized
by minimizing the forces acting on them, and the atomic positions
are considered relaxed when all components of all forces are smaller
than 3 ⋅ 10−4 a.u. (≈0.015 eV/Å), which is 30% of the QE default
value. We use ultrasoft Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof49 (PBE) pseudopo-
tentials from the GBRV package50 and their recommended wave
function (electron density) energy cutoff values 40 Ry (200 Ry).
Energy convergence for each atomic configuration is obtained when
the total energy changes less than 10−8 Ry per iteration, or approxi-
mately 10−7 eV.
The adsorption energy Ea is defined as the gain in total energy
of a molecule adsorbed on GO, compared to the sum of total energies
of isolated GO and the isolated molecule, in all calculations using the
same periodic unit cell. When molecules bind on GO, we define Ea
to have a positive value.
Each calculation of a molecule (PFC or THM) adsorbed on
GO is started with the molecule in a number of predefined posi-
tions and orientations. The PFC molecules are initially positioned
such that the plane of the C backbone is parallel with the GO
plane. All PFC molecules are placed in approximately the same posi-
tion above the GO sheet (being of different lengths, the positions
of the PFCs are not identical), so as to be able to interact with
FIG. 2. The atomic structure of the
trihalomethanes (top panels) and perflu-
orinated molecules (other four panels)
considered in this work. The molecules
are, left to right, top to bottom: chloro-
form (CHCl3), bromodichloromethane
(CHBrCl2), perfluorooctanoic acid
(PFOA, C8HF15O2), perfluorobutane
sulfonic acid (PFBS, C4HF9O3S),
perfluorohexane sulfonic acid (PFHxS,
C6HF13O3S), and perfluorooctane
sulfonic acid (PFOS, C8HF17O3S).
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FIG. 3. Orientations of the PFCs on GO,
side and top view, with optimized atomic
positions. Color coding is the same as in
Fig. 1 and F-light blue and S-light green.
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approximately the same functional groups of GO.51 During the cal-
culations, some of the molecules move on GO, somewhat away from
the starting position. The PFC molecule can be rotated such that the
acid end of the PFC points in one or the other direction. The sulfur-
containing molecules (PFBS, PFHxS, and PFOS) have an OH group
(on S) pointing out of the plane of the C backbone and thus can be
further oriented with this H atom pointing either toward (symbol
H ↓) or away from (H ↑) the GO sheet. We calculate three of the four
such possible orientations of the S-containing PFCs. On PFOA, the
OH group initially lies in the plane of the backbone, and an initial
“H ↓” or “H ↑” orientation cannot be assigned; there we evaluate
the two possible orientations. All the (relaxed) PFC structures are
illustrated in Fig. 3.
In THM adsorption, the possible orientations are less different,
and we only distinguish between the H atom of the THM point-
ing up or down toward GO. In all cases, the THM is started in the
same vicinity on GO, close to both epoxide and hydroxyl groups.
The (relaxed) structures are illustrated in Fig. 4.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Our aim is to evaluate how strongly the PFC and THM
molecules bind to GO in the absence of other molecules and to
understand the effect on the binding of the positions and orienta-
tion of the molecules with respect to the functional groups on GO.
Part of the binding energy will be due to the size of the molecule
when lying flat on the GO surface (the vdW interactions), and other
parts will be more specific to the interaction of the molecule and
GO functional groups. To estimate the size effect, we used various
lengths of the PFC molecules, and for studying the interaction of
functional groups, we also carried out calculations for the PFC and
THM molecules on graphene, all in approximately the same initial
configurations as on GO.
Since GO has functional groups that are unevenly distributed,
it is not possible to systematically survey all possible positions and
orientations of the molecules relative to GO. Instead, we report the
results from a few representative configurations. In all but one case,
we have oriented the PFC molecule parallel to GO because we expect
FIG. 4. Orientations of the THMs on GO, side and top view, including their naming (“Orientation No.”) for each column. All atomic positions have been locally optimized by
minimizing the remaining forces on the atoms. Color coding is the same as in Fig. 1, and Cl-light green and Br-lighter red.
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the larger area of proximity to GO to be favorable for binding. How-
ever, for PFOA, we also carried out one calculation with PFOA
perpendicular to GO, with its OH group toward GO. The THM
molecules are adsorbed with the H-atom toward or away from GO,
in two slightly different environments on GO.
Our study provides adsorption energies on GO, given in
Table I, after local optimization of atomic positions, as illustrated
in Figs. 4 and 3. For comparison, we also calculated the adsorp-
tion energies of the four PFCs and the two THMs adsorbed on
graphene.
We see from Table I that the THM molecules adsorb on GO
with an energy around 0.5 eV, while the PFC molecules adsorb with
energies roughly in the range 0.5–1.5 eV on GO, and in the range
0.6–1.2 eV on graphene, taking all studied orientations into account.
Overall, larger molecules on GO and graphene adsorb with larger
energies. We discuss this in Sec. IV A. It is clear from the table that
on GO, there is some variation in energy concerning the presence,
orientation, and position of functional groups on the molecules, and
TABLE I. Adsorption energies Ea on GO and graphene (Gr) for the THM and PFC
molecules included in this study. For the definition of orientation numbers, refer to
Figs. 3 and 4. Also noted is whether the methyl group of the adsorbant has the
H atom pointing toward GO (H ↓) or away from GO (H ↑), where relevant. For
each molecule, an average adsorption energy is also given, as discussed in the
text. Entries in italics are not included in the averages. All energies are in units of
meV/molecule.
Adsorbant Orientation On GO On gr
Chloroform Orient. 1 (H ↓) 519 428
Orient. 2 (H ↓) 544
Orient. 3 (H ↑) 378 417
Average 480
Bromodichloro-methane Orient. 1 (H ↓) 403 447
Orient. 2 (H ↓) 561
Orient. 3 (H ↑) 371 437
Average 447
PFOA Orient. 1 982 1031
Orient. 2 1208 1032
Upright 787
Average 1095 1032
PFBS Orient. 1 (H ↓) 1062 674
Orient. 2 (H ↓) 1039 735
Orient. 3 (H ↑) 456 641
Average 852 683
PFHxS Orient. 1 (H ↓) 991 945
Orient. 2 (H ↓) 1175 977
Orient. 3 (H ↑) 651 863
Average 939 928
PFOS Orient. 1 (H ↓) 1214 1135
Orient. 2 (H ↓) 1451 1139
Orient. 3 (H ↑) 1071 1021
Average 1245 1098
their positions relative to the GO functional groups. The effect of
this is discussed in Secs. IV B and IV C.
A. Dependence on molecular size
Starting with PFC adsorption on graphene, we see that the aver-
age adsorption energy increases with molecular size, from 683 meV
(for PFBS) to 1098 meV (for PFOS). The difference between PFBS
and PFOS is the addition of four CF2 units, and thus, the added
energy per CF2 unit on graphene is 104 meV. In comparison, in a
study21 using an earlier, less binding version8 of vdW-DF, one of
us found that the CH2-units in n-alkanes bind to graphene with
75 meV/CH2-unit.
For particular orientations, the energy change for increasing
molecule size differs somewhat from the average 104 meV/CF2-unit
(95 meV/CF2-unit for orientation 3 and 115 meV/CF2-unit for ori-
entation 1), which is in part due to the changing position of the
sulfonyl hydroxide group with respect to the graphene honeycomb
structure. This will be discussed in Sec. IV C.
The increase in adsorption energy for increasing molecular size
in physisorption is not surprising: the area of graphene exposed to
the molecules (that are parallel to the plane of graphene) increases
and thus also the area involved in the vdW interactions between the
molecule and graphene.
On GO, we also find that the adsorption energy increases as the
length of the C-chain increases, from PFBS over PFHxS to PFOS.52
Here, the difference is 852 meV (average of PFBS) to 1245 meV
(PFOS), where 4 CF2-units are added, i.e., 98 meV per CF2 unit, but
with more scattering in the numbers.
Finally, to illustrate the importance of area of proximity
between the molecule and GO, we also start the PFOA molecule in
an upright position, with the OH-group of PFOA pointing toward
functional groups on GO (Fig. 5). We find that, despite the favorable
interactions between the functional groups on PFOA and GO, the
adsorption energy is 481 meV smaller than orientation 2 for PFOA,
which has a similar favorable interaction of functional groups, and
195 meV smaller than the orientation 1, which does not have
close interactions of functional groups. In other words, the prox-
imity of all parts of the molecule contributes an important part
to the adsorption energy. We discuss this further in Sec. IV D.
We have previously shown that the overlap area is important, for
example, for methylbenzenes on graphene20 and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) on graphene.13 In the present study, we see
this effect also on a surface, GO, that is much less smooth than
graphene.
B. Dependence on orientation
We consider the effects on the adsorption energies of
reorienting the molecule on GO. First, however, we study
results of adsorption on graphene, without the GO functional
groups.
For THM on graphene, we find that orientation with the H
atom up (away from graphene) or down (toward graphene) differ in
adsorption energy by as little as 10 meV. This should be compared
to the corrugation of graphene for chloroform (the difference in
adsorption energy when sliding chloroform across graphene), which
is approximately 6 meV,17 small (2%–3% of the adsorption energy)
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FIG. 5. PFOA, in the upright position, OH group toward GO.
and similar in size. We find that the orientation with H pointing
toward graphene is slightly favorable, Table I.
One of us has previously reported results17 on adsorption of
THM on graphene, using an earlier version of vdW-DF, the vdW-
DF1,8 which generally shows less binding than the vdW-DF-cx func-
tional choice that is used here. In that study, a slight preference for
H up was found, but only at a 10 meV difference. The adsorption
energies found in the previous study were 50–60 meV smaller than
reported here, and the adsorption distances were 0.3 Å larger (mea-
sured as distance from THM C-atom to the plane of graphene), a
result of using a functional with a more repulsive part.
For THM on GO, we also let the H-atom point either away
from (up) or toward (down) the GO or graphene sheet. The THM
molecules are adsorbed in two nearby areas on GO, with slightly dif-
ferent environments, i.e., functional groups on GO. Adsorption with
H down (and consequently less of the Cl and Br atoms towards GO)
is found to be favorable in the two areas of GO considered here. The
energy change between the different situations on GO is larger than
on clean graphene. On the average, here, we find that chloroform
adsorbs on GO at 480 meV and bromodichloromethane at 450 meV,
with values in the range 370–560 meV. However, as shown in Ref. 22,
the preferred orientation depends strongly on the local environment
on GO, such as the number, type, and positions of GO functional
groups in the vicinity. In the present study, we use a larger sheet of
GO for the periodically repeated GO and therefore obtain a smaller
coverage of the THM and a different distribution of GO functional
groups.
For PFC, we rotate the molecule such that either the OH end of
PFC changes direction (from orientation 1 to orientation 2, left and
middle panels of Fig. 3), or by orienting the PFC such that the OH
group points away from GO (orientation 3, right panels of Fig. 3).
The latter rotation is not relevant for PFOA because the initial posi-
tion of the OH group is in the plane of the carbon backbone of
PFOA. These three orientations then make up the small ensemble
over which we determine an average adsorption energy for each of
the molecules, Eaveads in Table I. For PFOA, we take the average over
orientations 1 and 2 only.
For PFC on graphene, it is evident that the energy change
with variation of orientation is small. In other words, while the
detailed orientation of the PFC on the graphene honeycomb struc-
ture may play some role (comparing orientation 1, 2 and 3), it
is a relatively small effect of 60 meV or less. This fits well with
the previous observation17 for the much smaller chloroform on
graphene.
For PFC on GO, the orientation plays a much more important
role, as does the type of functional groups involved. Table I shows
that there can be more than 600 meV in adsorption energy differ-
ence for the same PFC molecule, depending on the orientation. We
discuss the effect of the presence of the sulfonyl hydroxide group (in
PFBS, PFHxS, and PFOS) in Sec. IV C.
C. Effect of sulfonyl hydroxide group on PFC
In the sulfonic acids PFBS, PFHxS, and PFOS, the sulfonyl
hydroxide group interacts with the GO functional groups to var-
ious degrees, depending on the relative positions of the GO and
PFC functional groups. Interactions between the sulfur-containing
groups of PFBS, PFHxS, and PFOS, and the functional groups
on GO can be studied indirectly by changing which end of the
PFC has the sulfur atom. All other parts of the interaction are
then approximately the same such that changes in the adsorption
energy mainly arise from changes in the sulfonyl hydroxide group
interaction with the functional groups of GO, near the ends of
the PFC.
For example, changing the ends of PFOS (between orientation 1
and 2) gives rise to a ∼ 240 meV adsorption energy difference, while
for PFBS, this difference is almost nonexisting. Looking more closely
at the adsorption situations (Fig. 3), we find that in orientation 1
of PFOS, the sulfur group is positioned relatively far from the GO
hydroxyl groups, whereas the distance is much smaller in orientation
2 and for both of the PFBS orientations. In other words, the position
of the sulfonyl hydroxide group relative to the GO functional groups
is important.
Pointing the H atom of the sulfur group away from GO (ori-
entation 3) leads to a decrease in energy of ∼400–600 meV, another
indication that the interaction of the sulfuric acid group with GO
(and its functional groups) is important for the binding.
Now, comparing PFOS with the similarly sized (same num-
ber of C atoms) PFOA, without sulfur, we find that the adsorption
energy is about 250 meV larger for PFOS, both in orientation 1
and 2, but also that the orientation of the PFOA OH group mat-
ters (energy differences of orientation 1 and 2 is ∼200 meV). This
is yet another indication of the importance of the sulfur group in
the molecule-GO interaction, more so than the interaction of the
OH group in PFOA. On the other hand, already the OH group in
PFOA does make a difference in the adsorption, which we see from
the energy difference ∼200 meV when moving the OH group from
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one end of PFOA to the other, orientation 1 to orientation 2, in other
words, from one local environment to another with less functional
groups on GO.
D. Changes in electron and energy density
In order to discern the mechanisms that act to bind the PFC
molecules to GO, we focus on PFOS on GO, in particular, the sul-
fonyl hydroxide group interacting with a hydroxyl group on GO
(PFOS orientation 1). As we found in Secs. IV A–IV C, both which
functional groups on PFC and GO that can interact and the size of
the part of the molecule that is close to GO matter for the bind-
ing strength. To improve our understanding of the origins of the
binding, we analyze the changes that occur in the electron den-
sity due to the binding (Fig. 6) and the changes in the distribution
of the important nonlocal exchange-correlation part of the system
energy, near the molecule and GO (Fig. 7). The nonlocal exchange
correlation part of the energy is mainly responsible for the vdW
interactions.8
In our DFT calculations, we have access to the (valence) elec-
tron density, distributed in all space (the full unit cell) and repre-
sented on a dense grid. In order to see how the electron density
is affected by the proximity of the two entities (PFOS and GO),
we subtract from the full-system electron density the corresponding
electron densities for each of the two entities, each in a unit cell of the
same dimension. The atomic positions of PFOS, respectively, GO,
are kept the same as in the binding situation, i.e., slightly deformed
compared to their free form. The electron change that we thus obtain
is then due solely to the interaction of PFOS and GO.
We find, in Fig. 6, that the only sizable change in electron den-
sity occurs where the PFOS sulfonyl hydroxide group is close to a
hydroxyl group of GO, with the S–OH H-atom pointing toward the
O atom of OH on GO. We see that the electron density is moved
mainly into the volume exactly between the two atoms (blue isosur-
face), resulting in a lack of electron density on the PFOS H-atom,
compared to a free PFOS molecule, but there is also a redistribu-
tion of charge internally on each of the two functional groups. It is
noteworthy that there is no other redistribution of charge of this size
anywhere else on PFOS or GO.
Each point in space contributes to the total energy of the com-
bined system (in areas far from the material possibly yielding zero
contribution). By subtracting the energy densities for each entity
in a similar way as for the electron density, we can see where the
energy contributions to the binding arise, again, ignoring for now
FIG. 6. PFOS— change in electron density at adsorption. Isosurfaces at±0.04e/Å3, where blue is addition of electrons and red is removal of electrons.
FIG. 7. PFOS— change in nonlocal exchange-correlation energy density enlxc(r)
due to adsorption, shown as a cut through the PFOS molecule approximately along
the C backbone, perpendicular to the GO plane. Color scale starts at −20 meV/Å3
shown in red (only slightly visible behind the OH group of S), over zero in green,
to 20 meV/Å3 in blue. The adsorption energy is defined such that binding results
in a positive (blue) energy change.
that PFOS and GO are slightly deformed when in the adsorption
configuration. Since we are interested in how the vdW (dispersion)
interactions affect the binding, in addition to the mutual functional-
group interaction, we focus the analysis on the nonlocal part of
the exchange-correlation energy density, enlxc(r). For details on the
method, we referto Ref. 53.
The change in enlxc(r) is shown in Fig. 7, in a plane that cuts
PFOS (approximately) through the C backbone and is perpendic-
ular to the GO plane. Blue areas contribute to an increase in the
binding energy, while red areas (hardly present in this cut) decrease
it. We see that the contributions arise between the PFOS and GO,
localized close to, but not on, the atoms that are closest in the bind-
ing. It is worth pointing this out because some methods for calcu-
lating the vdW interaction contribution assume an atom-centered
contribution, which is not the case here, nor in general.53,54
We see that the enlxc(r) contributions are somewhat directional,
toward atoms on the other entity. This is most clearly seen at the
position of the PFOS sulfonyl hydroxide group, to the left in the plot,
but contrary to the case of the electron density changes, the energy
also changes at other atoms in the volume between the PFOS and
GO. Summing up, the vdW interactions have contributions not only
near the S–OH group but also near other positions where the PFOS
and GO are at a close distance.
Hydrogen bonds consist of a collection of contributions from
various mechanisms, among these electrostatic (local) exchange-
correlation, and dispersive (vdW) interactions, as well as transfer of
charge.55 The latter two contributions are included in our analysis of
charge (Fig. 6) and vdW interaction (Fig. 7) in the interaction region
of the PFOS S–OH group. From the two figures, we interpret the
interactions to consist of a hydrogen-like bond to the left on PFOS,
combined with vdW interaction between all relatively close parts of
the PFOS on GO.
E. Elastic and vdW energy contributions
When the molecules adsorb on GO both the molecules and GO
deform, compared to their isolated structure. This is all taken care of
automatically in our calculations, but for analysis, we here split the
binding energy into the deformation cost and the gain of having the
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two entities at adsorption distance. The deformation cost is smaller
than the energy gain obtained from the interaction analyzed above
(or else the system would not bind) but it lowers the binding
energy.
Again, we take PFOS in orientation 1 as an example. The cost of
deforming PFOS and GO, from their isolated structure to the struc-
ture in which they are found at adsorption, is calculated. For this
specific example, we find the energy cost 150 meV for PFOS and
42 meV for GO, in total 192 meV. The gain of putting the deformed
entities together is 1406 meV, from which the cost of deforma-
tion is subtracted to obtain binding energy 1214 meV. The elastic
energy required for adsorption, 192 meV, is thus certainly smaller
than the binding energy, but at 15% of the binding energy, it is
not negligible and brings an important contribution to the energy
balance.
To estimate the vdW interaction contribution to the binding
energy, from the structures of the isolated entities to the adsorp-
tion system, we note that semilocal DFT functionals, such as PBE,49
do not include the vdW interactions. By simply subtracting from
our vdW-DF-cx calculated binding energy the PBE-based bind-
ing energy (using the vdW-DF-cx-calculated atomic positions), we
obtain an estimate of the size of the vdW part of the binding. This
difference, for PFOS in orientation 1, we find to be 898 meV, which
is the majority of the binding energy obtained (1214 meV). We can
therefore conclude that despite the H bond, which is present via the
sulfonyl hydroxide group, the PFOS is attracted to GO mainly by the
vdW interactions!
F. Choice of functional
In the present study, we have chosen to use the vdW-DF-cx
functional for all calculations. The motivation is threefold: (i) the
vdW-DF-cx is based on current conservation,54 avoiding any fits
to experimental or other benchmarking results; (ii) it has already
successfully been used in a large number of adsorption studies in
general, and, (iii) in particular, it is known to give results in excel-
lent agreement with experiments for (water) adsorption on oxide
surfaces.40
It is interesting to contrast the performance of vdW-DF-cx with
another related functional that is often used in adsorption problems,
the optB88-vdW functional.56 The exchange part of this functional
is based on the fitting of a parameter to the S22-benchmark set.57
In order to compare in specific situations, we carried out adsorp-
tion calculations for two examples; the PFOS on GO in orientation
1, and chloroform on GO in orientation 2. For chloroform, the
value of the adsorption energy increases from 544 meV in vdW-
DF-cx to 635 meV in optB88-vdW. This is a 91 meV increase, of
which only 3 meV arise from changing the atomic positions from
those optimal in vdW-DF-cx to those optimal in optB88-vdW. For
PFOS on GO, the value of the adsorption energy increases from
1214 meV in vdW-DF-cx to 1296 meV in optB88-vdW. In this case,
the increase is 82 meV. In other words, optB88-vdW yields larger
values for the adsorption energy than vdW-DF-cx, at least for these
two test calculations. However, without experimental values avail-
able, we cannot determine which functional gives the most correct
value.
In a preliminary study,58 one of us revisits the desorption
experiment by Zacharia et al.59 of PAH molecules on graphite, an
experiment that was used as the first benchmarking13 of vdW-DF.
In the new calculations, both vdW-DF-cx and optB88-vdW yield
adsorption energy values that either fall within the experimental
error bars or right outside. However, there also, the optB88-vdW
functional yields values that are larger than for vdW-DF-cx, and they
are further from the mean value of the experimental results. The
tendency of optB88-vdW to slightly overestimate of the adsorption
energy was also seen in Ref. 40. We therefore conclude that while
optB88-vdW could be a good choice as the functional for the GO
adsorption study, vdW-DF-cx is at least as good.
G. Relevance for filters
In the calculations presented here, the adsorption systems are
in vacuum, which is not the situation for water or air filters. One of
us has previously studied and discussed how the presence of water
affects the adsorption results of, e.g., chloroform on graphene or
graphene oxide.17,22 As argued in Ref. 22, if the ground state zero-
temperature adsorption energy were affected by water, seen as a
continuum, that effect could only show in the part of the energy
containing the nonlocal part of the correlation interaction. On the
other hand, the nonlocal part of the energy is found as a sum of
poles in a contour integral in the space of complex frequencies. This
sum over plasmon shifts54 starts at frequencies much higher than
the range where the index of refraction for water differs from unity.
This means that the presence of water does not change the nonlocal
interaction.
A number of other factors also affect how pollutants bind to
a filter, such as the entropy, the flow dynamics, and the molecules’
solubility in water. Solubility indicates how easily molecules dissolve
in water and therefore indicates the likelihood that the molecule
will stay in the bulk of the water instead of binding to the filter.
In the same manner, the likelihood that the pollutant molecules
adsorb is also affected by the energy by which the water molecules
bind to the filter, i.e., whether they fill the spot where the pollu-
tant would otherwise adsorb. A (relatively) strong bond, combined
with a high solubility of the pollutant in water, will decrease the
probability of the pollutant sticking to the filter. We find the adsorp-
tion energy of a single water molecule on GO to be 594 meV and
on graphene 545 meV, with the adsorption energy calculated rel-
ative to the water molecule isolated in vacuum (like for the other
molecules considered here). More realistically, the water molecule
would have to give up some of its bonds to the neighboring water,
at a certain cost, in order to bind to GO (graphene). On GO, H2O
is placed in the most optimal environment, with one epoxide and
two hydroxyl groups close by. These energies are of approximately
the same size as the THM adsorption energies (slightly larger) and a
factor 1.5–3 smaller than the PFC adsorption energies. Finally, when
GO is used as a filter, the water will flow around the GO, causing the
molecules to move and making it harder to bind to GO than if the
water was not moving. These factors above are not further studied
here.
V. SUMMARY
We report results on adsorption of pollutant molecules on
graphene and on partly oxidized graphene, here termed GO. Two
groups of pollutants are represented, the small THMs, through
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chloroform (CHCl3) and CHBrCl2, and linear PFCs, through the
molecules PFOA, PFBS, PFHxS, and PFOS.
We find that the two THMs considered here preferably adsorb
with the H atom toward graphene, albeit only with a small energy
difference, in size similar to the corrugation for chloroform on
the smooth graphene. On GO, the energy difference is larger but
depends on the local environment. The adsorption energies for the
various orientations of the two THMs vary between approximately
370 meV and 560 meV on GO.
For PFCs, we find a strong preference for adsorption with the
carbon backbone parallel to the plane of GO and a sensitivity to the
positioning of the functional groups on the PFC and on GO relative
to each other such that these are close.
For PFC, we further find that on GO, the optimal orientation
(of the three studied here) has a larger adsorption energy than any
of the adsorption orientations on graphene, by roughly 20%–40%.
In other words, GO yields higher adsorption values, and in filters
for water or air purification, this is of importance. For GO, we find
that the functional groups play a decisive role in the ability to adsorb
the molecules investigated. Hydrogen bonds may occur between, for
example, the sulfonyl hydroxide group or F in PFC and H atoms
in the hydroxyl groups of GO, indicating that a high density of
hydroxyl groups at GO is advantageous for adsorption.
Finally, taking a closer look at the binding mechanisms, exem-
plified for PFOS in orientation 1, we find that not only the dispersion
(or vdW) interactions between the elongated PFCs and GO have a
major effect on the interaction but also that the H-bondlike interac-
tion between the S–OH group on PFOS and an OH group on GO
plays a role in the binding.
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